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The value of having Nationwide on your side
When you choose us for your life insurance business, you get more than a holistic suite of 
products. You get a partner dedicated to helping you grow your business by consistently 
providing extraordinary experiences that make your clients feel confident about investing in 
their future.

Genuine values
We have a history of making decisions based on the value that they’ll 
bring to you and your clients.

Committed partnerships
We’ve been committed to building relationships and keeping our 
promises for nearly 90 years in the life insurance industry.

Adaptable suite of products 
We provide an extensive set of life insurance products and features that 
are flexible to meet your clients’ evolving needs. 

Accessible services and support 
We offer the digital tools and knowledgeable associates needed to 
streamline the process before, during and after the sale.
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Genuine values
As a mutual company, we have the unique ability to put you and your clients first. That means 
we can take the time to listen to your point of view and then make business decisions that add 
value for everyone involved.

Keeping your clients’ best interests in mind
We’ve never increased cost of insurance rates for in-force policyholders and we’ve 
always paid persistency bonuses, even when they weren’t guaranteed. 

Providing relief when it’s needed
We joined national and local partners to provide $5 million in pandemic relief  
grants from the Nationwide Foundation to support individuals and families impacted  
by COVID-19.

Maintaining our commitment to you and your clients 
• We’ve been in the life insurance business since 1935 and a leading innovator  

of long-term care since 1999.

• Our compassionate claims representatives provide dedicated support to clients’ loved 
ones in their moment of need.

Investopedia 

Best Overall Life Insurance 
Company 2023

Forbes and Statista

America’s Best Insurance 
Companies 2023 award list

U.S. News & World Report

Best Life Insurance  
Companies of 2023
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Committed partnerships
The best partnerships are built on a common goal. Ours is to help build your business by 
strengthening the relationships you have with your clients. We get results by providing: 

Goals that align with yours
• Access to underwriters who work directly with you to issue policies

• Advanced Consulting professionals who assist with the most complex cases

• Responsive wholesalers who learn your preferences and are here to support you 
when you need them 

Resources to inspire meaningful client conversations
• Thoughtful insights and education for perspective on today’s most relevant 

topics through client-ready materials, webinars and tools 

• Our Nationwide Retirement Institute® and Advanced Consulting Group offer 
relevant research and actionable tools to help grow your business on topics 
such as:

- Social Security planning       - Tax-efficient retirement income planning

- Health care in retirement      - Long-term care planning

A simplified client experience
• Clear, user-friendly resources make it easier for clients to understand  

their options

• An intuitive digital experience helps policyowners conveniently manage their 
account and pay premiums online

• We received DALBAR’s Communications Seal of Excellence for Consumer and 
Financial Professional web experience
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A strong partner for you

Total assets: 

$270.2 billion 
Total sales: 

$56.8 billion 
Net operating income: 

$1.4 billion

Claims & benefits paid to 
members in 2022: 

$18.8 billion
Total adjusted capital:  

$24 billion
Total investment portfolio:

$123.6 billion

The financial results featured here can be found in Nationwide’s 2022 Annual Report.

We are a FORTUNE 100 company

A+
AM Best

received: 10/17/02; affirmed: 12/1/22

The second highest of 16 ratings

A1
Moody’s

received: 3/10/09; affirmed: 5/27/20

The fifth highest of 21 ratings

Standard 
& Poor’s

A+

received: 12/22/08; affirmed: 5/16/23

The fifth highest of 21 ratings

These ratings and rankings reflect rating agency assessment of the financial strength and claims-paying ability of Nationwide Life Insurance Company and are subject to change at 
any time. They are not intended to reflect the investment experience or financial strength of any variable account, which is subject to market risk. Because the dates are updated only 
when there’s a change in the ratings, the dates above reflect the most recent ratings we have received.
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Adaptable suite of products
It’s our mission to protect people, businesses and futures with extraordinary care. That includes 
offering a broad product suite with features to meet your clients’ unique needs and financial 
goals over time. 

Holistic  
product suite

Flexible  
features

Solutions that meet your 
clients’ needs over time 
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Nationwide is on your side

Nationwide® Indexed Universal 
Life Protector II 2020

Product type Flexible-premium fixed and index-linked universal life insurance 

Target market Designed for clients ages 45 to 70 who are looking for cost-efficient, permanent death benefit 
coverage with some cash value growth potential

Indexed interest  
strategies
Options to help boost 
growth potential in 
a variety of market 
conditions

Help serve client needs 
throughout the life of  
the policy

All options include:

• Guaranteed 100% participation rate

• Guaranteed 0% floor rate

Multi-Index Monthly 
Average

This three-pronged strategy can be helpful during periods of market volatility by including:

Diversification
It uses three well-known indexes — not just one — to reflect more of the market: the S&P 500®, 
Nasdaq-100® and Dow Jones Industrial Average®.

Volatility smoothing
Instead of comparing only two points, we track performance on a monthly basis and use the 
average. This helps reduce the risk of one point in time adversely impacting a crediting rate.

Performance-based weighting
After the performance of each index is known, the results are weighted in the client’s favor:

• 50% of the best-performing index

• 30% of the second-best performing index

• 20% of the third-best performing index 

Fixed interest 
strategy Current: 2.50%; guaranteed: 1%

Current rates1

Cap rate2 Charge3

Core strategies One-Year Multi-Index Monthly Average 9.50% 0.00%

One-Year S&P 500® Point-to-Point 9.00% 0.00%

One-Year Uncapped S&P 500® Point-to-Point 7.50% 
(spread)

0.00%

High-cap strategies

Opportunity to capture 
more upside potential

One-Year High-Cap Multi-Index Monthly Average 13.00% 1.00%

One-Year High-Cap S&P 500® Point-to-Point      11.00% 1.00%

1 Current rates are subject to change. Please contact the Nationwide Life Insurance Solutions Center at 1-800-321-6064 for current rate information.
2 Instead of a cap rate, a spread rate applies to the uncapped indexed interest strategy.  
3 An indexed strategy charge is applied at the creation of an index segment and deducted from the amount applied to that segment.

Nationwide is on your side

Nationwide® IUL Protector II 2020 

Protect your loved  
ones while you plan  
for the future

Nationwide is on your side.

Nationwide® IUL Accumulator II 2020

Product overview
Product type Flexible-premium fixed and index-linked universal life insurance designed for income potential 

Target market
Designed for clients ages 30 to 55 who are looking for death benefit protection and the 
potential for cash value growth

Indexed interest  
strategies
A wide range of 
strategies to help 
serve client needs 
throughout the life of 
the policy 

All options include a guaranteed 0% floor rate.

Current rates1

Traditional strategies Cap rate Par rate Charge2

Core strategies 1-Year Multi-Index Monthly Average 10.25% 100% 0.0%

1-Year S&P 500® Point-to-Point 9.50% 100% 0.0%

1-Year Uncapped S&P 500® Point-to-Point 10.0%3 100% 0.0%

High-cap strategies 1-Year High-Cap Multi-Index Monthly Average 14.75% 100% 1.0%

1-Year High-Cap S&P 500® Point-to-Point      12.50% 100% 1.0%

Volatility control strategies (no cap rates apply) Credit4 Par rate Charge

Plus strategies
1-Year J.P. Morgan Mercury℠ Plus 0.60% 155% 0.0%

1-Year BNPP Global H-Factor® Index Plus 0.60% 195% 0.0%

High-participation 
strategies

1-Year J.P. Morgan Mercury℠ High Par NA 175% 0.0%

1-Year BNPP Global H-Factor® Index High Par NA 220% 0.0%

High-participation 
Select strategies

1-Year J.P. Morgan Mercury℠ High Par Select NA 215% 1.0%

1-Year BNPP Global H-Factor® Index High Par Select NA 270% 1.0%

Volatility control 
indices

J.P. Morgan MercurySM Index — A global multi-asset index with an equity allocation based on 
the current stage of the economic cycle, along with diversified fixed income and volatility-
based commodities allocations to help provide more consistent returns. The index rebalances 
dynamically based on market conditions.

BNP Paribas Global H-Factor® Index — A global equity index that helps provide more consistent 
returns using an equity selection methodology based on actuarial principles to identify and 
remove overpriced stocks with a higher probability of losing value. It includes additional risk 
management through dynamic allocations to fixed income.

Multi-Index 
Monthly Average 
Index

This index diversifies across 3 indices: the S&P 500®, Nasdaq-100® and Dow Jones  
Industrial Average®.

The performances of these indexes are tracked over the course of a year, then averaged to 
determine the percentage of change within each index. The index segment interest rate is 
calculated using 50% of the best-performing index, 30% of the second-best and 20% of the third.

S&P 500® Index This American stock market index is based on the market capitalizations of 500 large companies 
listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) or Nasdaq and is widely considered a leading 
indicator of the U.S. stock market and the economy as a whole.

1 Current rates are subject to change. Please contact the Life Insurance Solutions Center at 1-800-321-6064 for current rate information.
2 The indexed strategy charge is applied at the creation of an index segment and deducted from the amount applied to that segment.
3 Instead of a cap rate, a spread rate applies to the 1-Year Uncapped S&P 500® indexed interest strategy. 
4 This is the nonguaranteed Plus strategy credit. 

Nationwide is on your side

Product highlights

Nationwide® Survivorship  
Indexed Universal Life 2020 

Target market Ages 40 to 70

Issue age Ages 21 to 80

Objective To provide your clients with cost-efficient, second-to-die, permanent life insurance for 2 people, such as 
spouses or owners of family-owned businesses, with the potential to accumulate cash value

Indexed interest  
strategies
Options to help boost 
growth potential in 
a variety of market 
conditions

Helps serve client 
needs throughout the 
life of the policy

All options include:
• Guaranteed 100% participation rate
• Guaranteed 0% floor rate

Current rates
Cap rate Charge

Core strategies One-Year Multi-Index Monthly Average 10.25% 0.00%

One-Year S&P 500® Point-to-Point 9.50% 0.00%

One-Year Uncapped S&P 500® Point-to-Point 10.00% 
(spread) 0.00%

High-cap strategies
Opportunity to capture more 
upside potential

One-Year High-Cap Multi-Index Monthly Average 14.75% 1.00%

One-Year High-Cap S&P 500® Point-to-Point 12.50% 1.00%

Fixed account 2.75% current; 1.00% guaranteed minimum

Death benefit 
guarantee

Issue ages 55 and under: 20 years 

Issue ages 56 to 69: 6 to 19 years (75 minus the issue age)

Issue ages 70+: 5 years 

Death benefit 
options

Option 1: Level

Option 2: Increasing (not available with Nationwide IUL Rewards Program®)

Minimum required 
fixed interest 
strategy allocation 
(MRFISA) 

The estimated amount of policy charges for the coming year; held in the fixed interest strategy and 
receives fixed interest crediting; only premium in excess of the MRFISA can be allocated to the indexed 
interest strategies

Declared loan rates Available all years

Loan charged rate:

Current: 3.9% (years 1 – 10); 3% (years 11+)

Guaranteed: 3.9% (years 1 – 10); 3.25% (years 11+)

Loan credited rate:

Current: 3% 

Guaranteed: 1%

Current rates are effective as of April 15, 2023, unless otherwise noted, and they are subject to change. Please contact the Life Insurance Solutions Center at 
1-800-321-6064 for current rate information.ICC22-FLM-1381AO.1

Nationwide 
is on your 
side

Nationwide® Survivorship Indexed Universal Life 2020

Permanent protection 
designed for two

NATIONWIDE LIFE AND ANNUITY INSURANCE COMPANYICC23-FLM-1381AO.2

Nationwide is on 
your side

Not all IUL products are created equal —  
and neither are their index options and costs
Indexed universal life (IUL) is specifically designed to:
• Help you protect your family with permanent life insurance

• Provide growth potential for the future 

•  Protect you from the impact of market losses with a guaranteed minimum floor rate

Many indexed universal life products with new index options are on the market, but they may carry additional 
charges or lack the range of index choices you may need over the long term.

There are several key features to look for when considering an IUL

A low-cost product 
with clearly disclosed 
charges
• Look for an IUL that 

lists the charges for 
each indexed option 
and includes low-cost 
options 

• The enhanced 
Nationwide® IUL 
Accumulator II 2020 
offers 7 low-cost 
indexed options with 
a 0% charge and 
several options with  
a 1% buy up

• Low-cost volatility 
control strategies 
that  offer higher 
participation rates for 
more growth potential

A strong, stable 
insurance company 
you can count on
• IUL features matter 

only if the insurance 
company behind them 
is there when you 
need it most 

• Always start with a 
strong company such 
as Nationwide, ranked 
A+ “Superior” by AM 
Best1 

A strong line-up 
of indexed interest 
strategies to serve 
you throughout the 
life of the policy
• The S&P 500® 

strategies for more 
growth potential 
during periods of 
steady, positive 
market performance

• Uncapped strategies 
designed for volatile 
markets to help 
minimize wide swings 
in interest crediting 
rates  

• Strategies that weight 
performance in the 
customer’s favor, 
after the market 
performance is 
known; Nationwide 
is one of the few IUL 
carriers to offer this

A carrier that values 
both new and 
existing customers
• Look for an insurance 

carrier with a proven 
history of not raising 
the cost of insurance 
(COI) rates after  you 
purchase a policy

• Nationwide has never 
raised COI rates on 
in-force customers 
and we honor our 
multipliers and 
persistency bonuses 
even when they 
weren’t guaranteed

1  The AM Best rating was received 10/17/2002 and affirmed 12/22/2021. This rating reflects the rating agency assessment of the financial 
strength and claims-paying ability of Nationwide Life Insurance Company and Nationwide Life and Annuity Insurance Company.  
It is not intended to reflect the investment experience or financial strength of any variable account, which is subject to market risk. 
Because the date is updated only when there’s a change in the rating, the date above reflects the most recent rating we have received. It 
is subject to change at any time. 

Nationwide is on your 
side.

Nationwide® indexed universal life

Discover a 3-pronged approach 
for managing market volatility
Our Multi-Index Monthly Average indexed interest strategy uses 3 powerful methods to help our indexed universal 
life (IUL) policies’ performance during periods of market volatility. The strategy is easy for you to implement and 
may reduce the need for frequent allocation changes inside your life insurance policy.

Diversification
The strategy uses 3 well-known 
indexes — not just one — to reflect 
more of the market. 

S&P 500®

NASDAQ-100®

 

Dow Jones  
Industrial Average®

Volatility smoothing
Instead of comparing only 2 points 
— the index performance on the 
first and last days of the segment — 
we track performance monthly and 
use the average. 

This helps mitigate the risk of one  
point in time adversely impacting a 
crediting rate.

Performance-based 
weighting
After the performance of each 
index is known, the results are 
weighted in your favor:

50% to the best-performing 
index

30% to the second-best   
performing index

20% to the third-best  
performing index

1

2

3

4

5
8

9

10
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7

The value of Multi-Index Monthly Averaging during volatile market conditions 
Many carriers offer only the S&P 500® Index. We realize that more options are needed to help navigate a wide 
range of market environments. The chart below shows the value of a Multi-Index Monthly Average indexed 
interest strategy during a period of market volatility (late February to May 2020) compared with an S&P 500® 
point-to-point strategy. These are the actual rates credited to in-force policies.1 

Multi-Index Monthly Average The S&P 500®

Core High-cap Core High-cap Uncapped

Jan 2020 11.25% 15.28% 9.25% 13.00% 21.01%

Feb 2020 10.75% 10.75% 9.25% 13.00% 16.78%

Mar 2020 8.39% 8.39% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Apr 2020 4.95% 4.95% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

May 2020 7.82% 7.82% 0.45% 0.45% 0.67%

The rates are rounded to 2 decimal places.
1 This table shows the actual rates credited to in-force Nationwide IUL Accumulator II and Nationwide IUL Protector II policies from January to May 

2020. The cap rates for the Multi-Index Monthly Average strategies were 10.25% for the Core and 25% for the High-cap options. The cap rates for 
the S&P 500® strategies were 9.25% for the Core, 13% for the High-cap and a 5% spread rate for the Uncapped option. Current rates are subject 
to change at any time. Contact your financial professional for current rates.

Nationwide | Carrier comparison

With an IUL, the details matter.
A comparison between Nationwide and other IUL carriers
Anyone who buys a condominium quickly discovers that the selling price is only one of multiple expenses the buyer 
ultimately has to shoulder. There are also less obvious costs like homeowner association dues, maintenance fees, special 
assessments and unexpected insurance premiums. Some condo developments even charge fees for pets.

The same can be true for the cost of many indexed universal life (IUL) products. Some IUL carriers obscure charges by 
baking them into their product features. The charges are masked by rosy illustrated performance expectations, making it 
difficult for you and your clients to determine if you are getting a good value. The only way to find out is by checking the 
policy’s cumulative charges via the illustration. 

At Nationwide, we pursue a policy of transparency. 

We believe we have an obligation to be honest and upfront so that your clients know: 

•  What they’re getting when they buy an IUL policy from us

•  What it’s going to cost them over the short and long term

•  How those expenses affect their cash values 

•   The amount of protection and potential income they can derive from their investment

This chart shows how Nationwide’s lower fees can benefit your clients over time.

Hypothetical scenario: 

Male, age 45, Preferred NT, 
min non-MEC, increasing 
death benefit years 1-20 (level 
thereafter), $25k annual premium 
for 20 years, base S&P 500 point-
to-point account (or comparable 
index), 5% Interest Rate, 20 years 
of fixed loans starting at age 66

Comparison Chart of Nationwide’s IUL and five other IUL carriers
Cummulative Premiums: Nationwide IUL Accumulator 2 2020: $500,000. Carrier A: $500,000. Carrier B: $500,000. Carrier C: $500,000. Carrier D: 
$500,000. Carrier E: $500,000.
After 20 Years.
Total Interest Credited Nationwide IUL Accumulator 2 2020: $324,770. Carrier A: $305,328. Carrier B: $334,195. Carrier C: $357,811. Carrier D: $310,420. 
Carrier E: $348,025.
Cumulative Charges: Nationwide IUL Accumulator 2 2020: $64,895. Carrier A: $80,063. Carrier B: $107,077. Carrier C: $130,589. Carrier D: $74,404. Carrier 
E: $70,747.
Charges as a Percent of Total Credits: Nationwide IUL Accumulator 2 2020: 19.9%. Carrier A: 26.2%. Carrier B: 32.0%. Carrier C: 36.5%. Carrier D: 24.0%. 
Carrier E: 20.3%.
After 30 Years.
Total Interest Credited Nationwide IUL Accumulator 2 2020: $645,581. Carrier A: $586,565. Carrier B: $673,379. Carrier C: $697,104. Carrier D: $643,708. 
Carrier E: $697,712.
Cumulative Charges: Nationwide IUL Accumulator 2 2020: $82,392. Carrier A: $103,836. Carrier B: $127,291. Carrier C: $233,729. Carrier D: $94,531. Carrier 
E: $91,038.
Charges as a Percent of Total Credits: Nationwide IUL Accumulator 2 2020: 12.7%. Carrier A: 17.7%. Carrier B: 18.9%. Carrier C: 33.5%. Carrier D: 14.7%. 
Carrier E: 13.0%.

Nationwide IUL 
Accumulator II 

2020
Carrier A Carrier B Carrier C Carrier D Carrier E

Cumulative  
premiums $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000 $500,000

After  
20 years

Total interest 
credited $324,770 $305,328 $334,195 $357,811 $310,420 $348,025

Cumulative  
charges $64,895 $80,063 $107,077 $130,589 $74,404 $70,747

Charges as % of 
total credits 19.9% 26.2% 32.0% 36.5% 24.0% 20.3%

After 
30 years

Total interest 
credited $645,581 $586,565 $673,379 $697,104 $643,708 $697,712

Cumulative  
charges $82,392 $103,836 $127,291 $233,729 $94,531 $91,038

Charges as % of 
total credits 12.7% 17.7% 18.9% 33.5% 14.7% 13.0%

Our low-cost structure means 
more of the policy performance 

goes to work for your client.

Nearly 3 times the charges can greatly 
erode cash value in down markets.

Lower the illustrated rate to “stress test” 
the policy and see the impact.
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Adaptable suite of products
Indexed Universal Life

Products to meet their needs Marketing materials

Indexed Universal Life (IUL)
• Designed to be low-cost 

without highly leveraged 
features with significant 
charges that can undermine 
your client’s future income 

• Offers new volatility control 
indices to help reduce the 
impact of erratic market 
performance on crediting 
rates; available in Nationwide 
IUL Accumulator II 2020

• Optional Long-Term  
Care Rider

Nationwide IUL 
Protector II 2020 
client guide

Nationwide IUL 
Accumulator II 
2020 client guide

Nationwide 
Survivorship IUL  
2020 client guide

Not all IUL products are 
created equal — and 
neither are their index 
options and costs

J.P. Morgan Mercury℠ 
Index client guide

IUL cost comparison

Nationwide IUL 
Protector II 2020 
product overview

Nationwide IUL 
Accumulator II 2020 
product overview

Nationwide 
Survivorship IUL 
2020 product 
overview

Show clients a 
3-pronged approach 
to managing market 
volatility

BNP Paribas Global 
H-Factor® Index  
client guide
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Nationwide® Variable Universal Life

Top reasons to select 
Nationwide® VUL
Many financial professionals trust Nationwide 
to serve their variable universal life (VUL) 
clients. We offer the following VULs to  
meet your clients’ needs:

• Nationwide VUL Accumulator
• Nationwide VUL Protector

Best-in-class investment lineup and 
indexed strategies 
High concentration of high-quality investment 
options
• Extensive options with 4-star or 5-star Morningstar® ratings
• High quality asset allocation options
• Many third-party money managers that you can rely on, 

including eight options from Dimensional Fund Advisors

Three indexed options with guaranteed minimum 
interest rates
• S&P 500® Annual Point-to-Point with a 1% floor guarantee
• One-Year Uncapped S&P 500® Point-to-Point with a 0.25%  

floor guarantee
• Multi-Index Monthly Average based on the S&P 500®, 

Nasdaq-100® and Dow Jones Industrial Average®; 
50% of top-performing index, 30% of second-best performer 
and 20% of the third with a 1% floor guarantee

Easy-to-use tools to help select investment 
options — and keep an eye on them 
• Portfolio Builder tool, powered by Morningstar®, to build and 

evaluate portfolios
• Online rate of return updated with every financial transaction
• Fund alerts and automatic asset rebalancing

Guarantees to help build client confidence

Guaranteed Nationwide VUL Rewards Program®
A guaranteed benefit applied when the client satisfies a net 
accumulated premium test on designated testing dates:
• Nationwide VUL Accumulator: 0.40% annualized credit; starts  

in policy year 16 (earlier for issue ages 51 or older)
• Nationwide VUL Protector: 25% reduction in cost-of-insurance 

(COI) rates on base policy; starts in policy year 21
• Guarantees are subject to the claims-paying ability of the  

issuing insurer

Extended No-Lapse Guarantee (ENLG) Rider with 
guarantees to age 90 or age 120
• Add a dialable secondary death benefit guarantee with  

the flexibility to choose between two distinct maximum 
specified durations1

• Includes Automated Premium Monitor to alert you and your 
client if the guarantee is at risk of going off track

20-year initial guarantee2 

An industry-leading long-term care rider
• Nationwide’s Long-Term Care Rider II is a flexible monthly  

cash benefit for long-term care expenses  
(even for informal care at home)

• No need to submit bills or receipts once claim is established
• Ability to pay 100% of the benefit to informal caregivers, 

three payout options and a discount for couples

Built-in policy management features —  
at no additional charge
• Dollar cost averaging and enhanced dollar cost averaging
• Automated Income Monitor makes setting up income  

stream easy
• Automatic notification of switch from death benefit option 2 

to option 1 notifies you and your client
• Automated Premium Monitor keeps you informed about 

meeting premium requirements for ENLG rider 
• Nationwide VUL Rewards Program premium monitor reports 

status of satisfying the net accumulated premium test
1 ENLG Rider only available on Nationwide VUL Protector
2 Varies by issue age (Continuted)

Nationwide Variable 
Universal Life

Policy management

Take full advantage of your variable universal life policy

Get the most out of your premiums
Dollar cost averaging
Knowing when to invest can be a challenge due to the ups and downs of the stock market. Using a strategy 
of dollar cost averaging (DCA) may help. DCA transfers specific amounts from your policy’s fixed or money 
market options into other investment options regularly over a period of time — rather than all at once. The 
goal is to lower the average cost per share over time. This can help reduce investment risk and potentially 
offer a more stable cash value and death benefit over time. 

Enhanced dollar cost averaging
Enhanced dollar cost averaging provides benefits similar to DCA — as well as paying a higher interest rate 
on premium that has not been transferred; the difference is that it’s available only with your initial premium 
when the policy is issued.

Asset rebalancing
This program automatically reallocates the cash value in your selected investment options to match the 
investment mix you originally selected. For example, if you originally invested 50% in option A and 50% 
in option B, over time, the balance may change if the options grow at a different rate. Rebalancing simply 
restores the assets in these two options to 50% in each.

Fund Directed Monthly Deduction
This feature lets you deduct monthly cost of insurance charges from the fixed account (and a few other 
options) instead of proportionately from all investment options. The goal is to help maximize the opportunity 
for cash value growth. 

At Nationwide, we are committed to helping you take full advantage of your Variable Universal 
Life (VUL) insurance policy. That’s why we offer a wide range of features and services to help you 
manage and monitor the investments within your policy — and much more.

Features and services are included with your policy at no additional charge.

Keep an eye on your performance
Rate of return
We provide convenient online access to the rate of return (ROR) on each variable investment option you select in  
your policy, as well as an aggregate ROR that includes your investments in the variable, indexed, fixed and  
long-term fixed options. The information is updated with every financial transaction, with the aggregate ROR 
reported in our online tool.

Annual and quarterly statements
At the end of the policy year, you will receive an annual statement with key policy information. Every three months, 
you will also receive a statement listing all the financial activity in your policy. It’s an extra step, also available online, 
to help you manage your policy more closely.

In-force illustrations
An in-force illustration gives you a picture of how your policy is actually performing based on the premiums you’ve 
paid and plan to pay. This can be helpful when comparing it to the original projected illustration you received when 
you purchased the policy. After the first year, your financial professional can generate in-force illustrations to give 
you updated projections for your policy.

Nationwide is on your side.

Product overview

Nationwide Variable Universal Life 
(VUL) Protector
Product type Flexible-premium adjustable variable universal life with an Extended No-Lapse Guarantee (ENLG) Rider

Target market Clients with a variable investment mindset who seek lower-cost death benefit protection and the option to 
guarantee it up to age 120; typical specified amounts of $250,000 to $1 million

Underwriting classes 
and issue ages

Nontobacco Preferred Plus: Ages 18 to 80
Nontobacco Preferred: Ages 18 to 80
Nontobacco Standard Plus: Ages 18 to 80 
Nontobacco Standard: Ages 0 to 85

Tobacco Preferred: Ages 18 to 80
Tobacco Standard: Ages 18 to 85

Specified amount $100,000 minimum for all underwriting classes

Death benefit options Two options are available, and if a death benefit is not designated on the application, Option 1 will be 
the default election because it is an efficient method of funding the death benefit at the lowest cost.

Option 1 (level) — The death benefit will be the greater of the specified amount or the minimum death
benefit required by Section 7702 of the Internal Revenue Code.

Option 2 (increasing) — The death benefit will be the greater of the specified amount plus the cash value
at the date of death or the minimum death benefit required by Section 7702 of the Internal Revenue Code.

Death benefit guarantees

Guarantees are subject to the 
claims-paying ability of the 
issuing insurance company.

Issue ages 0 to 55: 20 years  
Issue ages 56 to 69: 6 to 19 years (75 minus the issue age) 
Issue ages 70+: 5 years  

Extended No-Lapse Guarantee Rider: 
It offers a dialable guarantee to age 90 or to age 120 and includes our Automated Premium Monitor 
to notify both the financial professional and client if the guarantee is at risk of going off track. When 
elected, this rider has a limited number of investment options to choose from. This rider is available at an 
additional charge.

Nationwide VUL 
Rewards Program® 
Receive guaranteed credit 
when eligibility requirements 
are met.

When eligibility requirements are met, this program reduces the base cost of insurance rate by 25% starting 
in policy year 21 onward. 
 
Eligibility requirements: The policyholder must satisfy the net accumulated premium test (all premium 
payments minus any loans, accrued loan charges or partial surrenders) on monthly testing dates that start at 
the beginning of policy year 21. The program is available only when death benefit Option 1 is elected at the 
time of policy issue and never changed. See the illustration for the amount required to satisfy the test (which 
may change if policy changes are made).

Benefit: A 25% rate reduction is applied each month the eligibility requirement is met.
• Premium monitoring is included in the annual statement to help clients stay on track for reward eligibility
• Catch-up premiums to satisfy the accumulated premium test are interest free
• See Conditional Reduction of the Cost of Insurance Rate in the product prospectus and illustration for    
   additional information

1

Nationwide is on your side

Nationwide®  
Variable Universal  
Life Protector

Client guide

Protect what you have.
Plan for what you want.

NATIONWIDE LIFE AND ANNUITY INSURANCE COMPANY

Nationwide is on your side.
Product overview

Nationwide Variable Universal 
Life (VUL) Accumulator
Product type Flexible-premium adjustable variable universal life insurance

Target market Investment-minded clients, ages 35 to 55, looking for the protection of life insurance and the potential for cash 
value accumulation that can be accessed for tax-advantaged income

Underwriting classes 
and issue ages

Nontobacco Preferred Plus: Ages 18 to 80
Nontobacco Preferred: Ages 18 to 80
Nontobacco Standard Plus: Ages 18 to 80
Nontobacco Standard: Ages 0 to 85

Tobacco Preferred: Ages 18 to 80
Tobacco Standard: Ages 18 to 85

Specified amount $100,000 minimum

Death benefit options Three options are available, and if a death benefit is not designated on the application, Option 1 will be the default 
election because it is an efficient method of funding the death benefit at the lowest cost.

Option 1 (level)* — The death benefit will be the greater of the specified amount or the minimum death benefit 
required by Section 7702 of the IRS code.
Option 2 (increasing) — The death benefit will be the greater of the specified amount plus the cash value at 
the date of death or the minimum death benefit required by Section 7702 of the IRS code.
Option 3 (return of premium) — The death benefit will be the greater of the specified amount plus premiums 
paid, minus any withdrawals or surrenders, or the minimum death benefit required by Section 7702 of the IRS 
code; the $3 million cap equals the greater of $3 million or the base specified amount at issue. 

Death benefit guarantees

Guarantees are subject to the 
claims-paying ability of the 
issuing insurance company.

Issue ages 0 to 55: 20 years
Issue ages 56 to 74: Declining from 19 to 6 years (75 minus the issue age) 
Issue ages 75+: 5 years

Nationwide VUL 
Rewards Program® 
Receive guaranteed credit 
when eligibility requirements 
are met.

When eligibility requirements are met, this program credits an additional 0.40% annualized interest to the cash 
value starting in policy year 16 or sooner, depending on the issue age (see table below).

Issue age Eligible at start of policy year

50 or younger 16

51 15

52 14

53 13

54 12

 55+ 11
 
Eligibility requirements: The policyholder must satisfy the net accumulated premium test (total premium paid minus 
any policy loans and unpaid loan interest charged, and partial withdrawals must equal or exceed the amount required) 
at the start of the policy eligibility year; see the illustration for the amount required to satisfy the test (the amount may 
change with policy alterations). 
 
Benefit: A 0.40% annualized credit is applied monthly; once the eligibility requirement is met, the credit is 
guaranteed as long as the policy is in force (even if you take loans or withdrawals).

• The benefit is calculated every month by multiplying the cash value, minus any indebtedness, on the 
date of calculation

• The credit is applied according to the current premium allocation percentages, except for the 
allocation to the indexed interest strategy accounts; that credit is applied to the fixed account

• Premium monitoring is included in the annual statement to help clients stay on track to meet 
eligibility requirements

• Catch-up premiums to satisfy the accumulated premium test are interest free

• See Conditional Credit in the product prospectus and illustration for additional information

Nationwide is on your side

Nationwide® Variable Universal Life Accumulator | Product guide

A plan for tomorrow can 
make all the difference
Make your future count

NATIONWIDE LIFE AND ANNUITY INSURANCE COMPANY

Nationwide is on 
your side

Variable life insurance | Investment choices guide

Quality investments.  
Confident choices.
Your guide to investment choices for Nationwide® Variable Universal 
Life Accumulator and Nationwide® Variable Universal Life Protector 

• Not a deposit • Not FDIC or NCUSIF insured • Not guaranteed by the institution
• Not insured by any federal government agency • May lose value
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Adaptable suite of products
Variable Universal Life

Products to meet their needs Marketing materials

Variable Universal Life (VUL) 
• An investment lineup that 

includes several 4- and 5-star 
Morningstar ratings

• 3 indexed options with 
guaranteed minimum  
interest rates

• Optional cash indemnity 
Long-Term Care Rider

• Guarantees to help 
build confidence — Our 
Nationwide VUL Rewards 
Program® ensures that 
clients who satisfy certain 
requirements either enhance 
their growth potential or 
lower the cost of their policy

Nationwide 
Variable Universal 
Life Protector 
client guide

Nationwide 
Variable Universal 
Life Accumulator 
client guide

Policy management 
1-pager 

Nationwide Variable 
Universal Life 
investment choices 
guide

Nationwide Variable 
Universal Life 
Protector product 
overview

Nationwide Variable 
Universal Life 
Accumulator product 
overview

Top reasons to select 
Nationwide VUL 
sales idea 
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Nationwide® No-Lapse 
Guarantee UL II 
Product type Flexible premium no-lapse guarantee universal life insurance policy

Target market Conservative or risk-averse, affluent upper-middle class clients, ages 45 – 70, seeking competitively  
priced death benefit protection with guarantees that can be used to create an estate or pass a legacy 
on to loved ones or a favorite charity; also clients ages 30 – 50 who are seeking flexible coverage to 
replace lost income in event of death during their working years

Underwriting 
classes and issue 
ages 

Age nearest birthday

Four Nontobacco classes

Nontobacco Preferred Plus, 18 – 80

Nontobacco Preferred, 18 – 80

Nontobacco Standard Plus, 18 – 80

Nontobacco Standard, 18 – 85

Two Tobacco classes

Tobacco Preferred, 18 – 80

Tobacco Standard, 18 – 85

Flat extras are available on Nontobacco Standard Plus and Tobacco Preferred. Substandard ratings are 
available for standard classes.

For issue ages 18 – 80 (non-Preferred classes only), the Wellness Credits program is available  
(certain restrictions apply).

Specified amount $100,000 minimum

Maturity Premiums permitted to attained age 120, matures at 120 with maturity extension beyond 120

Death benefit 
options
Increasing death 
benefit and return 
of premium on 
death options are 
not available on this 
product.

Option 1 (level) — The death benefit will be the greater of the specified amount or the minimum required 
death benefit.

FOR INSURANCE PROFESSIONAL USE — NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION TO THE PUBLIC

Nationwide is on your side

Nationwide® No-Lapse Guarantee UL II | Sales idea

Wealth transfer 
with the LTC Rider II
• Do you have clients who have a fixed annuity but don’t need it for retirement?
• Are these clients concerned about long-term care (LTC) costs?
• Would they like to leave a legacy to their beneficiaries?

Nationwide® has a solution: By annuitizing the contract and using the distribution from 
the annuity to purchase life insurance with the Long-Term Care Rider II, your client can 
potentially create a larger pool of money that can help fund long-term care needs while still 
providing an inheritance for their family members.

Here’s how it works
A married woman, age 55, has a fixed annuity with a current value of 
$100,000. She annuitizes using a 10-year term-certain option at $11,938 
per year and uses the income to fund a $10,398 life insurance premium.

She gets immediate leverage with a life insurance policy and a death 
benefit valued at $309,340.

— INPUT — 

$100,000
fixed annuity

$10,398 (after tax) per year

Annuity 
income pays 
life insurance 

premium
REPEATS 

10X

— OUTPUT — 

$309,340 
total LTC benefit

$6,187 per month

Be sure to choose a product that meets long-term life insurance needs, especially if personal situations  
change — for example, marriage, birth of a child or job promotion. Weigh the costs of the policy, and 
understand that life insurance has fees and charges that vary with sex, health, age and tobacco use. Riders 
that customize a policy to fit individual needs usually carry an additional charge and may not be the ideal 
solution for everyone.

FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE — NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION TO THE PUBLIC
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Nationwide® No-Lapse Guarantee UL II

Flexible, guaranteed 
protection for your 
evolving needs

• Not a deposit • Not FDIC or NCUSIF insured • Not guaranteed by the institution • Not insured by any federal government agency • May lose valueICC21-FLM-1160AO.2

Nationwide is on your side

Automated Premium Monitor | Client guide

A guarantee you 
can count on

 
 

Protection for your policy 
Everyone forgets things now and then, and paying 
the premium on your life insurance policy could 
easily be overlooked. But a minor oversight such  
as that could lead to major issues later on. 

You see, a late or missed payment on many 
permanent universal life insurance products can 
jeopardize the no-lapse guarantee. And what’s  
the point of having a guarantee if it isn’t there  
when you need it?

So Nationwide® created a service to help you  
and your insurance professional protect the  
no-lapse guarantee on your policy. It’s called 
Automated Premium Monitor (APM), and it’s 
automatically included on many Nationwide life 
insurance products that offer a no-lapse guarantee.

What is it? 
APM is an innovative service available on select  
Nationwide permanent universal life insurance  
policies. It is designed to act as a three-tiered  
safety net for your policy by:

1. Preventing the intended guarantee  
from going off track

2. Notifying you and your insurance  
professional if that happens

3. Helping you correct the guarantee 
on your policy

Prevent 
APM helps you avoid future issues with your policy 
by providing:

Electronic funds transfer eliminates the hassle of 
remembering to pay your premiums by having them 
automatically withdrawn from your bank account. It 
also helps you avoid early, late or missed payments 
by scheduling a payment on its due date, which 
keeps your guarantee on track.  

Advance billing notices remind you of the planned 
premium amount a month before the due date for 
nonmonthly billing frequencies.

The late payment provision automatically  
backdates late premium payments to the prior 
monthly anniversary date. Backdating is for 
death benefit guarantee purposes only. For the 
accumulated  value — the account which determines 
the policy’s actual cash value — premiums are 
counted when they are received.

Notify
Once you’re on track, APM helps make sure you stay 
there by sending:

Annual notification — Nationwide will review your 
policy each year on the policy anniversary to see 
how your guarantee is doing and whether any 
corrective action is needed. We’ll then notify you in 
writing, via your annual statement and a letter, about 
the status of your guarantee.

Correct
Nationwide wants to help you protect what matters 
most. Here’s how we can help:

Catch-up provision — Nationwide will notify you 
when your no-lapse death benefit guarantee won’t 
last as long as expected or when you are at risk 
of losing the guarantee. We can then help you get 
caught up and get your guarantee back on track.
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Adaptable suite of products 
No-Lapse Guarantee Universal Life

Products to meet their needs Marketing materials

No-Lapse Guarantee  
Universal Life

• No-lapse guarantee options 
to ages 70 and 120

• A competitively priced death 
benefit solution

• Optional Return of Premium 
Rider available

• Optional Long-Term  
Care Rider

• Chronic Illness, Critical  
Illness and Terminal Illness 
benefits, which are included 
on most policies

Nationwide No-Lapse 
Guarantee Universal  
Life client guide

Automated Premium 
Monitor client guide

Wealth transfer with 
the LTC Rider II sales 
idea

Nationwide No-Lapse 
Guarantee Universal 
Life II product 
highlights
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Nationwide CareMatters® II

Why you should consider 
long-term care coverage
How Nationwide® can help you spend the future  
with those who matter most

80%
of people say they’d 
prefer to receive 
home-based care.1

What would you do if you needed some 
assistance with your care? 

Where would you want to receive care? 

Who would you want to care for you? 

Let’s face it: Most of us would prefer to stay  
in our own homes to receive care for as long  
as possible. And we’d like to be around people 
who are familiar and with whom we are 
most comfortable. 

Even if you choose not to receive care at home, 
you’ll want the freedom to choose the kind of 
care that best fits your needs and helps 
maintain your choice of living arrangements as 
long as possible. 

There are more options than ever for receiving 
care while still living a fulfilling life — and more 
options could be available in the future. It  
takes planning and proper funding to optimize 
those opportunities.

1   “The Nationwide Retirement Institute® 2021 Long-Term Care Consumer Survey,” conducted by The Harris Poll on 
behalf of the Nationwide Retirement Institute (November 2021).

• Not a deposit • Not FDIC or NCUSIF insured • Not guaranteed by the institution  
• Not insured by any federal government agency • May lose value
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Nationwide CareMatters® | Sales idea 

Why CareMatters® II?
For nearly 25 years, Nationwide® has been providing clients with industry-leading long-term care (LTC) 
solutions. We remain committed to finding innovative ways to meet both their future care needs and 
budgets with products such as Nationwide CareMatters® II. 

Top reasons to consider CareMatters

1 Cash indemnity benefits

Nationwide provides cash indemnity benefits in a linked-benefit product that offers clients value 
and maximum flexibility when it’s time to file a claim. Nationwide places no restrictions on how the 
benefits are spent.

•  Family members or friends as caregivers 
Policyowners can use 100% of the LTC benefits for informal care, including care provided by 
family members, friends or less expensive unlicensed caregivers.1

•  Guaranteed full monthly cash benefit 
The full cash benefit is available each month2 — regardless of their LTC expenses — without 
the hassle of submitting monthly bills and receipts. 

2 Potential tax advantages: separately identifiable LTC and life insurance premiums 

The LTC premium might be eligible for a tax deduction or reimbursement from a health savings 
account (subject to applicable requirements and aged-based limitations). The life insurance 
premium is not tax deductible or HSA eligible.

3 Elimination period retroactive payment of LTC benefits

Upon completion of the 90-calendar-day elimination period, the LTC benefits for the first 90 days 
will be paid retroactively along with benefits for month 4.

4 Return of premium 

The death benefit will never be less than the premiums paid minus any policy distributions (LTC 
benefits paid, loans or withdrawals).

5 Currently the highest guaranteed residual death benefit in the industry

Even if all LTC benefits are used, a 20% residual death benefit is paid to the policy’s beneficiaries.

6 Extended premium payment options

In addition to single-, 5- and 10-pay options, the options to pay  to attained age 65 and pay to 
attained age 100 allow for lower monthly or annual premium payments.

7 Streamlined underwriting process

A short application and interview (completed online or by telephone) are all that’s needed to get 
started. No exam (paramed) is required.3

FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE — NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION TO THE PUBLIC

Is Nationwide CareMatters TogetherSM 
the right LTC solution for your clients? 
Nationwide CareMatters TogetherSM is the first joint long-term care, cash indemnity, linked-benefit solution. The 
newest addition to our suite of LTC solutions, it provides your clients more simplicity, predictability and control over 
the LTC process.

Ask your clients these questions to help identify when CareMatters Together could be the right solution for them: 

Q:   Who will need care first, and how much care will each of you need? 
  You and your clients probably can’t answer this question; and that’s OK. It’s impossible to predict 
the future, and clients often do not know which member of a couple will need more care and when. 
CareMatters Together helps solves this because it offers a shared pool of LTC benefits. This flexibility lets 
your clients decide how to use the LTC benefit when they need it.

Q:  Where do you want to receive care if you were to need it? 
  People often assume all LTC takes place in a nursing home, but the majority of all LTC claims begin with 

care provided in the home.1 Ask clients what type of home they have and what modifications would be 
required for them to remain safe and keep the home accessible. With CareMatters Together, Nationwide® 
places no restrictions on how the LTC benefit is spent.

Q:  Who would you want to provide your care? 
    Have a conversation to understand your clients’ situation and preferences. Some clients may want 

a licensed provider, while others may prefer family members, friends or less-expensive unlicensed 
caregivers to provide care.

Q:   Where will you get the funds for long-term care if you ever need it?
  Open up the conversation to various options, current savings, sale of investments or a business, sale of a 

home, family? Is there any concern about keeping any of these intact for a surviving spouse of children? 
Would a dedicated source of funds for long-term care be a useful option to consider?

Nationwide CareMatters TogetherSM | Conversation starters

Make sure clients understand how claims are paid, and find out which 
claims payment model best suits their needs. A cash indemnity benefit 
pays the policyowner the full available LTC benefit amount each month. 
Clients can pay for what they need, when they need it, without expenses 
being monitored or approvals being needed from the insurance company. 

The other choice is a reimbursement benefit that pays either the policyowner, 
the facility or the service provider directly — but only for the exact amount of 
qualifying LTC expenses. There may be no coverage for certain expenses (such as 
for transportation), or there could be benefit limitations for other needs (such as home 
modifications), and they must be approved and/or be part of the policy provisions.
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Cash indemnity vs. Reimbursement

NATIONWIDE LIFE AND ANNUITY INSURANCE COMPANY

Nationwide is 
on your side.

Nationwide CareMatters Together℠

Long-term care coverage 
for the two of you
How Nationwide® can help you spend the future together

50/50
The chance a  
55-year-old couple 
today has of one of 
them living to age 93.1

People are living longer, 
making it more likely that 
one of you will need 
some form of long-term 
care (LTC).2 Having an 
LTC plan in place offers:

A way to look out for each other
Having a plan is a simple way to help ensure that your partner 
is protected — whether as a caregiver or a care recipient.

An important piece of a comprehensive retirement plan
Having a plan for addressing these potential costs can help 
protect your retirement assets and income, the physical and 
emotional health of the caregiving spouse (through funds to 
help pay for care), the lifestyle of surviving family members 
and even your legacy.

1   A male and female couple in average health who retire at age 65. “Actuaries Longevity Illustrator,” American Academy of 
Actuaries and Society of Actuaries, longevityillustrator.org (2021).

2  “What Is the Lifetime Risk of Needing and Receiving Long-Term Services and Supports?” Richard W. Johnson, Urban Institute, 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (April 3, 2019).
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Nationwide CareMatters® | Sales idea 

Why CareMatters Together℠

For nearly 25 years, Nationwide® has been providing clients with industry-leading long-term care (LTC) solutions. 
We remain committed to finding innovative ways to meet their future care needs with products such as Nationwide 
CareMatters Together℠.

Top reasons to consider CareMatters Together

1 Cost-effective benefit coverage for 2 people

With CareMatters Together, a single policy provides coverage for 2 people and can be more  
cost-effective than 2 separate policies in most cases.

2 Flexible, shared pool of benefits

The shared pool of benefits provides your clients comfort in knowing they are both protected while 
addressing the uncertainty of which spouse may incur more expenses for long-term care if needed 
in the future.1

3 Cash indemnity benefits

Nationwide provides cash indemnity benefits in a linked-benefit product that offers clients value and 
maximum flexibility at claim time. Nationwide places no restrictions on how the benefits  
are spent.

•  Guaranteed full monthly cash benefit 
The full cash benefit is available each month2 — regardless of their LTC expenses — without the hassle 
of submitting monthly bills and receipts. 

•  Family members or friends as caregivers 
Policyowners can use 100% of the LTC benefits for informal care, including care provided by family 
members, friends or less expensive unlicensed caregivers.3

4 Potential tax advantages: separately identifiable LTC and life insurance premiums 

The LTC premium may be eligible for a tax deduction or reimbursement from a health savings account 
(subject to applicable requirements and age-based limitations). The life insurance premium is not tax 
deductible or HSA eligible.

5 Retroactive payment of LTC benefits after meeting the elimination period

Upon completion of each insured’s 90-calendar-day elimination period, the LTC benefits for the first 90 
days will be paid retroactively along with benefits for month 4.

6 Extended premium payment options

In addition to single-, 5- and 10-pay options, the 20-pay and pay to attained age 100 options allow for 
lower monthly or annual premium payments.
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Nationwide CareMatters II  ® 
Tax treatment for business owners and employees 

Shawn Britt, CLU®, CLTC 
Technical Director, Long-term Care Initiatives, Advanced Consulting Group

 

This paper is intended primarily to provide information regarding the tax 
treatment of Nationwide’s CareMatters II long-term care products that are 
intended for use as employee or owner/employee benefits. It is not intended to 
provide tax or legal advice or be a substitute for tax and/or legal counsel. Clients 
should consult their own legal and/or tax advisor concerning their individual 
situations.  

Insuring for potential long-term care (LTC) needs is an important aspect of a 
person’s overall financial strategy. This protection can help shield a couple’s or 
individual’s portfolio from depletion due to LTC costs as well as provide choice 
and flexibility in planning for LTC needs. Being able to offer such coverage to 
executives or valued employees can help recruit, reward, and retain valuable 
individuals. For the business owner, certain types of LTC coverage can be 
purchased though the business in order to maximize tax deduction 
opportunities. 

LTC coverage comes in many forms from traditional LTC insurance (LTCi) to 
combination (combo) and hybrid policies that place LTC riders on life insurance 
and annuities. These combo and hybrid solutions provide LTC benefits without 
the risk of losing premium dollars paid if the LTC benefits are little or never used. 
However, there will be some variances in the tax treatment of combo and hybrid 
LTC products compared to traditional long-term care insurance depending on 
the design of the product. 

NATIONWIDE LTC SOLUTIONS — IRC §7702B 

Nationwide offers several LTC product solutions. It is important to note that all 
LTC products offered by Nationwide are intended to be Qualified Long-term 
Care Contracts under Internal Revenue Code IRC §7702B. However, due to 
differing product structures, CareMatters II will offer far more tax advantages 
than other Nationwide LTC product solutions. This paper will be focused on 
CareMatters II — however, we will briefly discuss tax preferences regarding 
other Nationwide LTC products when applicable. 

 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS 
Nationwide cash indemnity 
story 
 
Tax treatment applying to all of 
Nationwide LTC benefits 
 
Structure of CareMatters II and 
how it affects the general 
policy 
 
CareMatters II corporate and 
business opportunities  
 
LTC coverage for business 
owners and employees 
 
Age-based limits for self-
employed business owner’s 
LTC premiums 
 
Sole-proprietorships – 
CareMatters II for the owner 
 
Purchasing CareMatters 
 
Company-owned CareMatters II 
 
Designing a CareMatters II 
policy for ultimate tax 
advantages 
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Adaptable suite of products 
CareMatters®

Linked-benefit policies that offer guaranteed LTC benefits, a premium that will never increase and a guaranteed death 
benefit, whether LTC benefits are used or not.

Cash indemnity benefits Multiple premium schedules  Inflation protection options

Products to meet their needs Marketing materials

Nationwide CareMatters® II1 

• Long-term care coverage for 
individuals

• Offers the most options for 
customizing policies to meet  
the needs of your clients

 Nationwides CareMatters Together℠

• New in 2023!2

• Shared pool of LTC benefits  
for couples

• Helps remove the guesswork 
over how much coverage to 
purchase for each

Top reasons to  
consider CareMatters II

CareMatters II client 
overview

Tax guide for business 
owners white paper

Top reasons to 
consider CareMatters 
Together

CareMatters  
Together  
client overview

CareMatters Together 
conversation starter

All Nationwide long-term care (LTC) solutions offer clients the flexibility to choose how and 
where to receive care 

• Our industry-leading cash indemnity design means there’s no need to submit monthly bills or receipts

• Nationwide places no restrictions on how the benefits are spent

• This design allows policyowners to use 100% of their benefits for informal care, including care provided 
by family members or friends3

1 Nationwide YourLife CareMatters® is our linked-benefit LTC product in New York. Please contact Nationwide for product-specific literature for that 
state. CareMatters II is available in all other states except Montana.
2 CareMatters Together is available in most states. Contact Nationwide for current availability. 
3 A U.S.-licensed health care practitioner must state that informal care (which includes care provided by family members or friends) is appropriate in 
the plan of care. Clients should talk to their tax professional about potential tax implications.
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Nationwide® Long-Term Care Rider II | Product guide

Take comfort  
in the familiar
Create a long-term care plan that lets you decide what’s best

LAM-2609M1.3

Nationwide is on your side

Long-Term Care Rider II | Case study

You’re the one in control
Not all long-term care (LTC) coverage is the same. In fact, some policies and riders can be so complex and 
restrictive that you end up with more hassle and less control than you bargained for. 

Reimbursement plans — which represent a large portion of stand-alone policies — require bills and receipts to 
be submitted each month to the insurance company in order to receive benefits. Then, the insurance company 
reimburses the exact amount of qualifying charges up to the maximum amount allowed. And remember, just 
because the charge is on a bill doesn’t mean it’s qualified to be reimbursed. 

For example, a doctor’s visit to a patient in a nursing home to treat the flu would not qualify for reimbursement 
because it’s a medical expense, not a long-term care expense. Home improvements enabling the insured to 
stay at home while receiving home health care may not be covered either.

That’s where Nationwide® comes in
A permanent life insurance policy from Nationwide® offers you the life insurance you need, along with optional  
cash indemnity long-term care coverage. With this benefit style, you never need to submit monthly bills or 
receipts (although they may be needed to establish the claim). Once the insured qualifies for a claim and meets 
the 90-day elimination period, Nationwide simply sends a benefit check to the policyowner each month.

How does it work?
The Long-Term Care Rider II benefit is paid tax 
free to the policyowner on a monthly basis

The maximum monthly benefit is the lesser 
of: the amount based on the acceleration 
percentage elected of the LTC specified 
amount; twice the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) per diem in 
the year of claim ($390 in 2022) times 30 days; 
or 1/12th of the maximum lifetime LTC benefit 
remaining after a policy loan

Any benefit not used will be paid to the 
beneficiary as an income tax-free death 
benefit; it can even be an estate tax-free 
benefit with proper planning1

Even if all the death benefit is used for long-
term care expenses, there is a minimum death 
benefit guarantee of 10% of the original death 
benefit amount — so there is always some 
money left to help with final expenses or debt 
(this feature is not available in New York or the 
Virgin Islands)

When choosing a product, make sure that life 
insurance and long-term care insurance needs are 
met. Be sure to choose a product that meets long-
term life insurance needs, especially if personal 
situations change — for example, marriage, birth 
of a child or job promotion. Weigh the costs of 
the policy, and understand that life insurance, and 
long-term care coverage linked to life insurance, has 
fees and charges that vary with sex, health, age and 
tobacco use. Riders that customize a policy to fit 
individual needs usually carry an additional charge.

Approval for coverage under the life insurance 
policy and attached rider is subject to underwriting 
and may require a medical exam.

All guarantees and benefits of the insurance policy 
are backed by the claims-paying ability of the 
issuing insurance company. They are not backed by 
the broker/dealer and/or insurance agency selling 
the policy, nor by any of their affiliates, and none 
of them makes any representations or guarantees 
regarding the claims-paying ability of the issuing 
insurance company.

1 Benefits may be taxable under certain circumstances. Consult your tax advisor for answers to specific questions. 
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The top reasons to consider the 
Nationwide® Long-Term Care Rider II 
Most people (80% in our research) would prefer to receive home-based care if they need long-term care.1 
For clients with a life insurance need who could also benefit from LTC planning, consider a Nationwide® life 
insurance policy with the Long-Term Care Rider II. The rider’s cash indemnity design and flexible features 
can help your clients plan for LTC expenses now and maintain control later on. 

1
A benefit designed to keep them in control
The Long-Term Care Rider II offers clients a cash 
indemnity benefit.

• Tax-free payments are made directly to  
the policyowner each month for the full 
benefit amount

• No monthly bills or receipts need to be 
submitted after the claim is approved, and 
no proof of billable services is required

• Leftover benefits not needed for care may 
be used for other purposes, such as home 
safety and accessibility improvements, 
housekeeping, lawn care or prescriptions

Please note that rider benefits are subject to the 
limits established by HIPAA.

2
A tax-efficient solution for affluent clients
Our cash indemnity LTC benefits allow for a life 
insurance policy with the Long-Term Care Rider 
II to be placed into an irrevocable life insurance 
trust (ILIT). The proper use of this concept can 
help provide a more tax-efficient transfer of 
wealth for affluent clients who assume they 
can self-insure LTC. Please keep in mind that 
Nationwide and its representatives do not give 
legal or tax advice, so clients should consult 
with their tax advisors for answers to their 
specific questions.

3
Choice of coverage amounts 
Your clients can select the total amount of LTC 
coverage, called the LTC specified amount, 
when applying.

• It can be as much as 100% of the policy’s 
total specified amount, as little as 10%  
of the total specified amount or anything  
in between

• In New York and the U.S. Virgin Islands, the 
policy’s total specified amount and the  
Long-Term Care Rider II specified amount 
must be equal

4
A wide range of underwriting classes
Clients don’t have to be in perfect health 
to qualify for the rider. It’s available on 
underwriting risk classes from Nontobacco 
Preferred to Table E. 

1  “The Nationwide Retirement Institute® 2021 Long-Term Care Consumer Survey,” conducted by The Harris Poll on behalf of the Nationwide Retirement 
Institute (November 2021).
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The Long-Term Care Rider II 
• Offers policyowners the 

ability to use their LTC 
coverage if they need it 
or provide an income tax-
free death benefit to their 
beneficiaries if they don’t 

• Available on a range  
of products

Product guide4

Top reasons to 
consider LTC Rider II

LTC Rider II You’re  
the one in control 
case study5

Long-term care (LTC) solutions offer clients the flexibility to choose how and where to  
receive care 

• Our industry-leading cash indemnity design means there’s no need to submit monthly bills or receipts

• We place no restrictions on how the benefits are spent

• This design allows policyowners to use 100% of their benefits for informal care, including care provided 
by family members or friends5

4 This version is approved for use in LTC compact states. Contact Nationwide for noncompact versions. 
5 A U.S.-licensed health care practitioner must state that informal care (which includes care provided by family members or friends) is  
  appropriate in the plan of care. Clients should talk to their tax professional about potential tax implications.
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Living Access Benefits | Financial professional guide

Help clients face the unexpected
Offer clients more than they expect from a life insurance policy
At Nationwide®, we view life insurance as more than just a death benefit. That’s why we offer three cash 
indemnity protection features through our Living Access Benefits Suite to help clients face the unexpected:

Chronic 
 Illness 
Benefit

Critical  
Illness 
Benefit

Terminal 
 Illness 
Benefit

An expanded approach to protection

These living benefit features are automatically included on eligible life policies for no initial cost or monthly 
charge. A policyowner will incur a charge only if the feature is used. Not all policies will include these benefits, 
and there are age restrictions and underwriting thresholds. The benefits are tax free (subject to IRS limitations) 
and are based on the following: sex of the insured, their age at the time of the claim and the discount interest rate 
at the time of the claim.

Transparent access to the policy’s death benefit
Transparency is important to us. Should your client need to access their death benefit early,  
the amount they request is the amount they’ll receive in the case of a chronic illness or critical illness claim.1 
Here’s how it impacts the specified amount2: 

New  
specified 
amount

Current  
specified  
amount

Before claim

After claim

Requested 
benefit

Claim

× =
Reduction 

in specified 
amount

Reduction 
factor*

* About the reduction 
factor: For every $1 
in benefit paid out, 
the death benefit will 
be reduced by more 
than $1.3

When a policyowner accesses the death benefit early, other policy values will be reduced as well.

1 There are minimum and maximum dollar or percentage amounts for the benefits and policy type. A $250 administrative charge will be applied 
and deducted from the benefit payment.
2 The benefit paid will be reduced to pay due and unpaid premium or charges. Additionally, a pro rata portion of the payment will be applied as a 
policy loan payment if there is any outstanding indebtedness.
3 The Terminal Illness Benefit operates differently: The benefit payment amount is reduced by a discount factor resulting in a lower payment than 
the amount requested.

Nationwide is on your side

Comparison guide

Compare the options within  
the Living Access Benefits Suite
The Nationwide® Living Access Benefits allow policyowners to access a portion of their policy’s death benefit when 
the insured has a qualifying chronic illness, critical illness or terminal illness. These policy features are available 
through riders that are automatically included in a policy when certain conditions are met. There is no premium or 
charge for these features unless a benefit is requested and paid.

The table below summarizes these features and provides a side-by-side comparison, including which products offer 
the features and what the requirements are (minimum/maximum age, underwriting stipulations, etc.). 

Feature Chronic illness Critical illness Terminal illness

Additional 
premium required

No No No

Product 
availability

All policies except:

Universal Life:

• Nationwide Survivorship IUL

• Nationwide CareMatters® II

• Nationwide YourLife® 
CareMatters

All policies except: 

Universal Life:

• Nationwide Survivorship 
IUL

All policies except: 

Universal Life:

• Nationwide Survivorship 
IUL

Term: Not available on  
10-Year Term

Term: Not available on  
10-Year Term

Whole Life: Not available on 
YourLife Simplified WL

Whole Life: Not available on 
YourLife Simplified WL

Whole Life: Not available on 
YourLife Simplified WL

Riders:  
Not available if:

• The Long-Term Care Rider 
is elected

• The Long-Term Care Rider 
is added later (if the LTC 
Rider is added, this feature 
will be removed)

Nationwide is on your side

Living access benefits | Overview

Get more from your Nationwide®  
life insurance policy
When we think of life insurance, we usually think of the protection it can create down the road for 
our loved ones. While the main purpose of life insurance is the death benefit, at Nationwide®, we 
offer life insurance that includes more than just a death benefit. That’s why we automatically offer 
other features on most of our products that help you face unexpected future events. Check with 
your financial professional to see which benefits your policy may include.

Living Access Benefits
Our suite of Living Access Benefits helps provide additional protection for you. These features are 
automatically included on most of our policies.1

Chronic Illness Benefit Critical Illness Benefit Terminal Illness Benefit

If you can’t care for 
yourself and need 

significant help

If you experience  
a specific, serious 

health event

 If your prognosis includes 
passing away within the next year

These features don’t increase your premium or have 
charges unless you use them. If you do, the amount you 
receive will reduce your death benefit.2 It’s important 
to know that the death benefit is reduced by more than 
the amount you receive. 

The chronic illness benefit is not long-term 
care coverage. If you wish to do dedicated 

planning for long-term care, Nationwide 
offers solutions that are designed to help 
pay for the cost of care. Ask your financial 

professional for more information.

1 The features are limited to certain products and ages and by other factors. Talk to your financial professional about availability.
2 In addition to a death benefit reduction, other policy values will be reduced. The chronic illness, critical illness or terminal illness benefit paid 

will be reduced to pay due and unpaid premium or charges. Additionally, a pro rata portion of the payment will be applied as a policy loan 
payment if there is any outstanding indebtedness.
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Our Living Access Benefits Suite 
includes:

• Chronic Illness Benefit

• Critical Illness Benefit

• Terminal Illness Benefit

Financial professional 
guide 

Side-by-side 
comparison

Living Access 
Benefits overview 
for clients

Living Benefit Features to help clients face the unexpected 
• One of the most comprehensive suites of Living Benefit Features available 

• Automatically included on eligible life insurance policies for no initial cost or monthly fee6 

Designed to be easier for the policyowner to understand which benefit is available and 
how much the death benefit will be impacted

6 Most riders that customize a policy to fit individual needs carry an additional charge. With Nationwide, the Chronic, Critical and Terminal 
Illness benefits have no initial cost or upfront monthly charge. There is a cost incurred if the benefit is exercised.
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Nationwide YourLife® Guaranteed Level Term | Case study 

We go beyond basic coverage
while keeping the basic price
How much does it take to protect your family? It may be less than you think. And with 
Nationwide® Guaranteed Level Term, you get more than you might expect. 

Going beyond basic coverage: Not only are you insured for the death benefit, but you 
also have access to your death benefit early if the unexpected occurs, through our 
Living Access Benefits Suite.1 

Why it matters: Life insurance is a simple way to ensure that your family and the plans 
you have for the future are protected — even after you’re gone.

Nationwide YourLife® Guaranteed Level Term (20-year policy)

Specified amount $250,000 $500,000 $1 million

Female Male Female Male Female Male

Age 25  $18.59  $20.13  $24.06  $31.06  $40.69  $52.94 

Age 35  $18.38  $20.56  $24.94  $29.31  $42.44  $51.19 

Age 45  $31.72  $34.78  $46.81  $60.81  $86.19  $113.31 

Age 55  $57.31  $80.06  $104.13  $148.31  $201.69  $284.81 

* Based on Nontobacco Preferred rates, 20-year product. 

Be sure to choose a product that meets long-term life insurance needs, especially if 
personal situations change — for example, marriage, birth of a child or job promotion. 
Weigh the costs of the policy, and understand that life insurance has fees and charges 
that vary with sex, health, age and tobacco use. Riders that customize a policy to fit 
individual needs usually carry an additional charge.

1 The critical and chronic illness benefits are not available on 10-year term policies or policies issued after age 55.

Nationwide is on your side

Nationwide® Guaranteed Level Term I guide

Making it easier  
to protect what 
matters most in life

Nationwide is on your side

Making the switch
Converting term to permanent coverage

Term insurance provides valuable, basic 
protection, but it has limitations. The premium 
increases significantly after the coverage 
period. Over time, it can be very expensive.

This can result in a loss of coverage when your 
clients may need it most. What better service 
could you provide than to help them maintain 
their coverage by converting from term to 
permanent insurance?

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Why convert term to permanent 
insurance? 2

Converting Nationwide® term 
policies to permanent coverage 3

Eligibility  4

Joint and split conversions  4

Conversion credits  5

Things to keep in mind  5

Term conversion sales process 6
Filling out applications  7

Other considerations  7

Submitting paperwork  8

Final checklist before mailing  8
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Nationwide® Guaranteed Level Term life insurance | case study

Your home is your 
family’s foundation
Nationwide Guaranteed Level Term life insurance for mortgage payoff

Nationwide is on your side

Nationwide® Guaranteed Level Term life insurance

We offer more —
at a competitive price
Nationwide® Guaranteed Level Term life insurance provides affordable coverage for the period 
you want, normally 10, 15, 20 or 30 years. But we go beyond the basics, offering more to meet 
your needs. What if you:

Need access to your death benefit early if the unexpected occurs?
You can with our Living Access Benefits Suite.

Want the flexibility to convert your policy to permanent coverage?
You’ve got it with our guaranteed conversion privileges.

Prefer a more efficient and streamlined underwriting process?
It’s here with Nationwide Intelligent Underwriting.

Nationwide is on your side.

Product overview

Nationwide® Guaranteed Level Term
Product type Term life insurance offering 10-, 15-, 20- and 30-year term options

Target market Nationwide® Guaranteed Level Term is generally a good fit for young families 
looking for affordable protection. These clients need a solution that can help them 
cover major expenses: mortgage payoff, income replacement or educational costs. 
Ideally, they want a product that can adapt to their changing needs.

Issue ages

Age on nearest 
birthday

10-year term: 18 – 70

15-year term: 18 – 65

20-year term: 18 – 65

30-year term: Men: 18 – 50; Women: 18 – 55

Underwriting 
classes 

Nontobacco Preferred Plus

Nontobacco Standard Plus

Nontobacco Preferred

Nontobacco Standard

Tobacco Preferred

Tobacco Standard

Specified amount $100,000 minimum

Death benefit The death benefit is a level amount. It pays a benefit when the insured passes away. 
Based on the specific situation, you can help determine the policy type and length 
that is best suited to your client. Once the policy length is determined, Nationwide 
Guaranteed Level Term offers your client a guaranteed level premium that will 
not increase for the duration of the term. At the end of the term, through age 95, 
premiums will increase annually.

Conversion periods During the periods outlined below, a Nationwide Guaranteed Level Term policy may 
be converted to a permanent life insurance policy without evidence of insurability. 
Conversion is allowed before attained age 65.

10-year term: first 10 policy years

15-year term: first 15 policy years

20-year term: first 20 policy years

30-year term: first 20 policy years
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Nationwide Term Life
• Guaranteed Level Term is 

generally a good fit for  
young families looking for 
affordable protection

• Can be converted to any 
flexible-premium permanent 
life insurance policy

• Conversion is allowed for the 
term duration or to age 65 
years, whichever is less

• Chronic Illness, Critical Illness 
and Terminal Illness benefits 
are included on most policies

Nationwide Guaranteed 
Level Term case study

Nationwide Guaranteed 
Level Term product 
overview

Why Nationwide for 
term life 1-pager

Nationwide 
Guaranteed Level 
Term client guide

Term conversion 
program brochure

Term life insurance 
for mortgage payoff
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Nationwide is on 
your side.

Nationwide Whole Life insurance | Sales idea

Protect your family with 
Nationwide® Whole Life insurance
Nationwide® 20-Pay Whole Life offers guaranteed life insurance 
protection plus cash value.

Few things in life come with guarantees. But when you’re talking about protecting your family, 
that’s exactly what you want: to know they’re covered, regardless of what happens to you.

Nationwide 20-Pay Whole Life offers you the guarantees you’re looking for in life, such as:

 A guaranteed death benefit

 Guaranteed level premiums paid up in year 20

 Guaranteed cash values that increase over time

Protections and guarantees are subject to the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company.

It’s there if you need to use it while you’re still living, too. 

Because you can access the policy’s cash value in the form of loans, you even have a way to protect your 
family from life’s little emergencies, if needed.

And it might be more affordable than you think.

For example, take a look at these monthly premiums. They are payable for only 20 years, and we 
guarantee that they’ll stay level. These are for male and female clients with a Nontobacco rating. Rates are 
subject to change, and actual rates may vary according to sex, health, age, tobacco use and family history.

Nationwide 20-Pay Whole Life 

Male

$10,000  
Specified Amount

$25,000  
Specified Amount

$50,000  
Specified Amount

Monthly 
Premium

20-Year 
Cash Value

Monthly 
Premium

20-Year 
Cash Value

Monthly 
Premium

20-Year 
Cash Value

Age 25 $26.44 $2,104.70 $40.08 $5,261.75 $74.90 $10,523.50

Age 35 $31.70 $3,056.00 $53.62 $7,640.00 $101.98 $15,280.00

Age 45 $39.35 $4,371.80 $71.55 $10,929.50 $137.86 $21,859.00

Age 55 $51.98 $6,016.70 $101.92 $15,041.75 $198.58 $30,083.50

Nationwide is on your side.

Nationwide® Whole Life | Product overview

Making it easier to protect what matters most

Target market Clients who seek affordable, traditional permanent life insurance with guaranteed premiums 
and guaranteed cash values for income replacement or final expense needs

Underwriting classes 
and issue ages

Age on nearest birthday

Nontobacco    0 – 80

Nontobacco Preferred Plus 18 – 80

Nontobacco Preferred  18 – 80

Standard Preferred  18 – 80

Standard   18 – 80

Rate classes
Underwriting Class Issue Age Table Ratings Flat Extras

Nontobacco Preferred Plus

Nontobacco Preferred

18 – 80 N/A N/A

Nontobacco 0 – 14 B – F, H, J, L, P N/A

Nontobacco 15 – 80 B – F, H, J, L, P $0 – $25

Tobacco Preferred 18 – 80 N/A N/A

Tobacco Standard 18 – 80 B – F, H, J, L, P $0 – $25

Specified amount Nontobacco and Tobacco Standard: $10,000 minimum ($25,000 minimum in WA)

Nontobacco Preferred and Tobacco Preferred: $100,000 minimum

Nontobacco Preferred Plus: $250,000 minimum

MEC policies are available, so a higher specified amount may be required to avoid MEC status.

Death benefit The specified amount will remain constant and level as long as the policy is in force. Coverage 
ceases on the primary insured’s attained age 120. The policy will endow at attained age 120 if 
the primary insured is still living.

Death benefit 
guarantee

Guarantees are subject to 
the claims-paying ability of 
Nationwide.

20-Pay Whole Life
Provided your client pays the stated premium each year for the first 20 policy years and takes 
no surrenders or loans, the death benefit is guaranteed to remain in force.

Whole Life 100
Provided your client pays the stated premium each year to attained age 100 and takes no 
surrenders or loans, the death benefit is guaranteed to remain in force.

The benefit will be reduced by any outstanding loans. 

Charges and costs Annual policy fee
$60

Modal premium factors applied to annual premium
Semiannual: 0.513

Quarterly: 0.263

Monthly EFT: 0.0875

Nationwide is on your side
Nationwide®  
Whole Life

Product guide

A simpler way to protect 
your family for a lifetime
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Nationwide Whole Life
• Provides coverage for an 

individual’s entire life, rather 
than for a specified term; a 
savings component, called 
cash value, builds over time

• Offers premium rates, cash 
values and death benefits that 
are all guaranteed

• Gives clients plenty of choices 
for protection, including lower 
minimum coverage amounts 
of $10,000 and a selection 
of payment lengths: level 
premiums to age 100 or for 
20 years

• Chronic Illness, Critical Illness 
and Terminal Illness benefits 
included on most policies

Protect your family 
with whole life 
insurance from 
Nationwide

Nationwide Whole 
Life product overview 

Nationwide Whole Life 
product guide
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Accessible services and support
Underwriting

We’re focused on building strong underwriting relationships by consistently meeting our service 
level agreements (SLAs) and offering direct access to underwriters and underwriting leaders 
who understand the need for responsiveness and clear communication on your cases. 

Innovation
• Our Nationwide® Intelligent Underwriting  process helps get an underwriting decision 

faster with fewer attending physician statements and less need for additional 
underwriting requirements7

• An accelerated process is offered for some of the healthiest clients by eliminating the  
exam and lab work for a wide range of rate classes (Standard or better, including 
Tobacco)

• Clients no longer need to take a full paramedical exam; only an abbreviated exam is 
necessary when needed; the examiner will collect height, weight, blood pressure and 
pulse information and urine and blood samples

Timesaving technology
• Real-time status on your firm’s submitted applications with the Life Pending Business 

Tracker

 – E-delivery of policies using DocuSign 

 – An online interview is now available on our Intelligent Underwriting process in 
all distributions

7 Nationwide’s Intelligent Underwriting process can be used on cases involving persons age 18 or older and for face amounts of $100,000 
or more. 
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Accessible services and support
Underwriting

We’re focused on building strong underwriting relationships by consistently meeting our service 
level agreements (SLA) and offering direct access to underwriters and underwriting leaders who 
understand the need for responsiveness and clear communication on your cases. 

Consistency 
• Even during the COVID-19 pandemic, we did not apply restrictions to considering 

applicants based on their age, table ratings or comorbid conditions 

• We have continued programs such as the Wellness Credits, Competitive Match 
and Term + Perm underwriting programs

• Intelligent Underwriting is offered for cases involving ages 18 or older and face 
amounts of $100,000 or more

• Accelerated underwriting is available for rate classes through Nontobacco 
Standard and Tobacco Standard 

• Alternative medical requirements (such as electronic medical records, LabPiQture 
results and physicals with labs completed by a personal physician up to 24 
months ago) can be accepted
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Accessible services and support
Reliable support 

You have direct access to a knowledgeable, highly skilled team that is dedicated to you.

Seasoned wholesalers 
Our wholesalers are specialists in their field and will partner with 
you individually, consulting on your business and advocating for 
your cases.

Product and industry specialists 
Our specialists are here to help resolve your questions quickly.

Advanced Consulting Group 
These specialists are on call to help solve complex client challenges 
on topics such as taxes, retirement and estate planning.

The Nationwide Retirement Institute® 
These consultants are available to provide thought leadership and 
valuable insights. 
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Accessible services and support
Resources

These resources make it easier to understand and manage our products.

Policy management tools 
Simple policy management tools such as dollar cost averaging, notification of a switch from 
death benefit option 2 to option 1, fund-directed monthly deductions, in-force illustrations, 
Automated Premium Monitor and Automated Income Monitor help members achieve their 
protection goals and provide transparency.

• Automated Premium Monitor 

– Helps keep policy guarantees on track for their policy’s no-lapse guarantee

• Automated Income Monitor 

– Automates the way income is managed and sends alerts when  
   adjustments are needed

Customized illustration output 
This helps explain retirement income and internal rate of return to your clients.

Asset management tools 
Easy-to-use tools such as online rate of return (which is updated with every financial transaction), 
fund alerts and automatic asset rebalancing make selecting VUL investments easier.  

Online account access 
This makes it easy for clients to manage their policies and pay premiums online and via the 
Nationwide Mobile app.

Caregiver Advocates 
Available free of charge to clients who have Nationwide life insurance with long-term care 
coverage, this service helps simplify the process of finding care. Clients can also invite loved 
ones and caregivers to access the full site. There they can learn about LTC, estimate costs and 
explore partner offers to help with healthy and independent living for as long as possible.

8 Caregiver Advocate is available at no additional cost. It might not be available in some states/territories or in some products. Caregiver 
Advocate is administered by illumifin. Nationwide is not affliated with illumifin. Caregiver Advocate is subject to availability and may be 
modified, suspended or terminated at any time. Access to the services available through Caregiver Advocate will terminate if the owner 
terminates or surrenders their contract with Nationwide. Caregiver Advocate is provided as a service to you by Nationwide. Caregiver  
Advocate is a third-party vendor site that is not hosted or affiliated with Nationwide, and Nationwide is not responsible for the content or 
the accuracy of any information or materials located on the site.
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Contact your Nationwide team to learn more

In recommending a carrier for your next case, consider the following questions: 

• How important is it to recommend a strong mutual carrier that is committed to serving 
you, your financial professionals and their clients? 

• How important are guarantees, low costs and transparency? 

• How important is having strong, automatic policy management tools to help ensure that 
the policy performs even during times of uncertainty?

We’re here to help.
For more information, call your wholesaler or one of the resources below.

Life Insurance 
Solutions Center

1-800-321-6064

World Financial  
Group Solutions 
Center

1-855-455-4139

Brokerage  
General Agents 
Solutions Center

1-888-767-7373

Producer Group 
Solutions Center

1-844-867-8159
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This material is not a recommendation to buy or sell a financial product or to adopt an investment strategy. Investors should discuss their specific 
situation with their financial professional. 

The main purpose of any life insurance product is to provide a death benefit for the beneficiaries. When evaluating the purchase of a variable 
life insurance product, your clients should be aware that variable products are long-term investments designed for retirement. Investing involves 
market risk, including the possible loss of the money they’ve invested. Variable products allow your clients to choose the amount of life insurance 
protection that’s right for them that has an additional cost associated with it. If they don’t pay enough premium into the policy, the policy could 
lapse. Make sure that variable life insurance meets your clients’ long-term life insurance need.

The underlying variable investment options are not publicly traded mutual funds and are not available directly for purchase by the general public. 
They are available only through variable life insurance policies issued by a life insurance company.

Indexed universal life insurance policies are not stock market investments, do not directly participate in any stock or equity investments, and 
do not receive dividends or capital gains. Past index performance is no indication of future crediting rates. Also, be aware that interest crediting 
fluctuations can lead to the need for additional premiums in the policy. This policy allows for flexible premium payments, but it’s important to 
adequately fund it to keep it in force and to help meet your clients’ needs and those of their beneficiaries.

Guarantees are backed by the claims-paying ability of Nationwide Life and Annuity Insurance Company. The financial strength of Nationwide is not 
intended to reflect the investment experience of a variable account, which is subject to market risk.

When choosing a product, make sure that life insurance and long-term care insurance needs are met. Be sure to choose a product that meets 
long-term life insurance needs, especially if personal situations change — for example, marriage, birth of a child or job promotion. Weigh the costs 
of the policy, and understand that life insurance, and long-term care coverage linked to life insurance, has fees and charges that vary with sex, 
health, age and tobacco use. Riders that customize a policy to fit individual needs usually carry an additional charge.

Keep in mind that the payment of long-term care rider benefits, as an acceleration of the death benefit, will reduce both the death benefit and 
cash surrender value of the policy. Additionally, loans and withdrawals will also reduce both the cash value and the death benefit. Care should be 
taken to make sure that life insurance needs continue to be met even if the rider pays out in full, or after money is taken from the policy. There 
is no guarantee that the rider will cover the entire cost for all of the insured’s long-term care, as this may vary with the needs of each insured. 
Nationwide pays the long-term care benefit to the policyowner; there is no guarantee that the policyowner will use the benefit for long-term care 
expenses if the policy is owned by someone other than the insured.

Products and riders might not be available in some states. Please contact Nationwide to determine product availability in your state.

Nationwide CareMatters II is a cash indemnity product that pays LTC benefits when the insured person is certified to have a qualifying condition 
and a need for LTC services. Bills and receipts showing actual expenses do not have to be submitted for payment of benefits once a claim has 
been approved. Each year, the policyowner can receive, tax free, the greater of the HIPAA per diem amount or actual LTC costs incurred. However, 
benefits may be taxable under certain circumstances. You may receive, tax free, the greater of the HIPAA per diem in the year of your claim or 
your actual qualified LTC expenses incurred. Taxpayers should consult with their tax and legal advisors about their specific situation. 

Products are issued by Nationwide Life Insurance Company or Nationwide Life and Annuity Insurance Company, Columbus, Ohio. The general 
distributor for variable products is Nationwide Investment Services Corporation (NISC), member FINRA, Columbus, Ohio. The Nationwide 
Retirement Institute is a division of NISC.

Testimonials are not representative of the experience of other clients, are no guarantee of future performance or success, and are not paid 
endorsements.

Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle, Nationwide is on your side, Nationwide Retirement Institute, Nationwide CareMatters, Nationwide 
YourLife CareMatters, CareMatters and Nationwide VUL Rewards Program are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company.  
Third-party marks that appear in this message are the property of their respective owners. © 2023 Nationwide
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